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PLISSEFIT ZIG -ZAG DOOR SCREEN

Designed for use with most standard single doors, double French doors or sliding patio door 

applications. High Quality Extruded Powder Coated Aluminium Profiles, suitable for internal or 

external use.  

The Plissefit is a leading screen design that

offers an innovative solution for the screening

of Bi-Folding doors, large openings, Balconies

or Garden rooms. The unique folding

concertina mesh screen, uses discreet powder

coated slim-line profiles that blend effortlessly

with existing door frames. Very easy to use,

and the panels simply fold away when not in

use. Multiple clip together panels are used for

the wider openings. Face or recess fitting

without the need of an addditional subframe.

No bottom channel is required making this

screen ideal for the modern “no threshold”

type of door ways.
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White, Black STR, Anthracite STR, Cream & Silver  finishes as standard. Special option RAL 

colours are available . Please contact our Sales Team for further details. 

Flush bottom tracks with no

trip hazard. Ideal for disabled

access

Pre tensioned panels with

durable 20 x 20 Polypropylene

pleated mesh, that will stay in

any position.

Unique twistlock catch keeps

the mesh taught and protected

when not in use.

The cassette clips onto the 

special brackets allowing it to 

be simply removed for storage 

over the winter if required.  



Plissefit Model Codes and Specifications.

Product Code Standard Specifications Options (POR)

Plissefit Door

Single Panel

Max 

W = 1800mm

H= 2900mm

Multi Panels 

Max

W = ZZZZmm

H = 2900mm

MPFD1

MPFD2

MPFD3

MPFD4

• Single Zig Zag Panel .

• Powder Coated Aluminium top channel (40 x 52 mm).

• PVC Self adhesive bottom track 2.7mm high

• Fibreglass (20 x 20 ) Zig-Zag Charcoal Mesh. 

• Face or Recess fitting

• As above with Two Panels

• As above with Three Panels etc…. 

• RAL colours. 

RAL 9001

RAL 9010

RAL 7016 STR*

RAL 9005 STR*

@ no extra cost 

Other RAL Colours

POA

* STR Denotes anti-scratch structured finish “Teflon look” not  the normal “flat” type finish. 
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Recess Fitting Face Fitting

Plissefit Panel up to 1100 mm wide 

Plissefit Panel up to 1100 mm wide 

Plissefit Panel more than 1100 wide 
Plissefit Panel more than 1100 wide 

Top U Channel Top U Channel 

Plissefit Profiles 

Standard Colours; White (RAL9010),  Cream (RAL9001), Silver (RAL9006), Grey (RAL 7016 STR*) & Black 

(RAL 9005 STR*). 

* STR = Structured finish (Anti Scratch – Teflon Texture).  
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Measuring Guide.  Plissefit.

Please take note before you measure;

Screens are manufactured to SCREEN SIZE (edge of frame to edge of frame excluding fittings). FLYDOR do not make any

adjustments or allowances. All Measurements are in mm. Sizes to be supplied as Width x Height.

1. Take a minimum of three width and height measurements, and use the

narrowest as your sizes.

2. Do not take anything off for fitting, no allowances are required.

3. The same measuring principles apply for face or recess fitting.

4. When ordering we will require the following information;

Is the screen face or recess fitting?

Is the screen pulling from the left or right ?

Multiple door systems i.e 2 x Right - 1 x Left (3 Door)

Flat or angled bottom track?

Please note;

A single panel has a maximum width of 1800mm, therefore a Bi-Fold door system @ 3900mm wide

would require a 3 panel Plissefit (MPFD3). The configuration could be, all screens pulling from either

side , or a split draw 2LH – 1RH or 1LH – 2RH.
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Recess Fitting.

Before you start:

Ensure all framework is clean and dry. The

bottom strip will need to stick to a totally flat

surface for the door to work.

Recess Fit 

1). If necessary, cut the top rail and bottom rail

to the required size, if using the top rail caps –

5mm for clearance. Screw-drill the top rail to

the top of the recess with the included screws

(3.5 x 16).

2). Click in place the mounting clips to the style

post (cassette).

3). Stick the bottom strip to the

Floor/threshold.

4). Remove the protective film from the

mounting clips. Place the Plissefit in between

the top rail and bottom strip. Push the Plissefit

against the side of the recess.

5). Pull the Plissefit away from the recess side

to leave the clips in place. Use screws provided

(3.5 x 16) to secure to the recess side.

6). Place the plastic filler caps on the upside

bottom of the style post. Clip the Plissefit into

the fitted brackets.

7). For double Plissefits always mount the

stopper.

Your Pissefit is now ready for use

Your Flydor Plissefit will come to you ready assembled for Recess or Face Fitting as per your order.

Please read through before installation.
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Installation Guide.  



Face Fitting.
Before you start:

Ensure all framework is clean and dry. The

bottom strip will need to stick to a totally flat

surface for the door to work.

Face fix:

1). If necessary, cut the top rail (A) and bottom rail

and front fix-bar (B) to the required size – 5mm.

2). Mount the top rail caps (C) on the top rail (A)

and the top rail caps (D) on the front fix bar (B)

and screw them with the included screws (2.9 x

9.5) hand tight. Pay attention; Take care of the

notch on the top caps (D), keep the notch

downwards if you mount it, see picture.

3). Mount the front fix-bar (B) to the door frame

at your required height. Pay attention; the front-

fix bar (D) should have the large lip to the top.

4). Click the top rail (A) into the front fix-bar (B).

5). Remove the protective film of the double sided

tape from the mounting clips (E). (5a) Place the

Plissefit in the top rail (5b). Keep the Plissefit on

the ground and press the Plissefit against the door

frame.

6). Slide the Plissefit a little bit up, and position

the bottom rail. Mark the fitting position of the

bottom rail. Remove the backing from the tape

and affix to the threshold.

7). Measure the distance between the Plissefit

and the mounted front fix bar.

8). Pull the bottom of the Plissefit away from the

door frame. The mounting clips will be left

attached to the frame.

9). Secure the mounting clips to the frame using

the screws provided (3.5 x 16)

10). Trim the top plastic filler cap (F) per your

measurement from step 7 less 3mm. Insert caps

(F&G) into the fix bar. Press the Plissefit back into

the mounting clips.

11). For double/multi Plissefits always mount the

stopper.

12). Multiple panels simply clip together using the

mounting clips.

Your Plissefit is now ready for use.
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Installation Guide.  



Adjustments to the wire tension.

Your cassettes are fully prepared and there should be no need for adjustments. However, should

the need arise to increase or decrease the wire tension please refer to the diagrams below.

A UPPER wire adjustment

B LOWER wire adjustment

Twist Lock Catch
The Twist lock Catches are designed to keep

the mesh hidden and protected in the cassette

housing when not in use. (The catches can only

be fitted to the front face of the Plissefit).

Directly drill & screw the base plates to the

frames with the screws included (2.9 x 6.5).

Slide the handle covers over the handle until

they click tight. These can be fitted at anytime

during installation.

** Please note the Twist Lock handles are

integral to the screens operation , and must

be fitted. Failure to fit will invalidate any

warranty claim **

Maintenance;

Clean the pleated mesh with lukewarm water only. No further maintenance is required for the

cassette(s) or track. DO NOT USE GREASE. The Plissefit can be unclipped for storage if required.

Style post side Sliding post side

Face 

Upwards = Less Tension

Downwards = More Tension

Upwards -= More Tension

Downwards = Less Tension
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Gallery
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Priory Works, Newton St, Newton St Faith, Norwich , Norfolk,  NR10 3AD

Tel 01603 897799      sales@flydor.co.uk     www. flydor.co.uk

For our full range of products please visit our website www.flydor.co.uk

You can purchase your Flydor screens, from your local distributer and installer @ 


